
Thank you for expressing interest in attending the University of Alberta’s HCRSGSA            
2021 Conference “Restrictions: Avenues of Limitation and Possibility”!  

 
Due to nationwide Covid-19 restrictions and to maintain the health and safety of             

participants, this year’s conference will be held in a virtual format, via Zoom. We have made                
every effort to make this process as convenient, safe, and engaging as possible. If you have                
any questions or concerns, please contact the HCRSGSA conference committee by email at             
conference.hcgsa@gmail.com or via our website contact form.  

 
Zoom links for the event will be forwarded to you via email after March 15th. We                

encourage all participants to arrive in the session 5 mins prior to the scheduled start time.                
Each session will have a waiting room from which only registrants will be admitted. You may join                 
a session at any time, but we encourage you to follow the schedule. All cameras and                
microphones are turned off upon entry to a Zoom session. To avoid disruptions, we ask that if                 
you join a panel to stay for the entirety of the session. If you must leave early, ensure that it is                     
only after a panelist has finished their segment. 
 

Please read our Code of Conduct and Zoom guidelines to ensure a successful event 
 

 
ATTENDANCE GUIDELINES

 
Code of Conduct 

 
The HCRSGSA is committed to ensuring this event and format promotes safety, engagement,             
and community for all participants. Participants are expected to conduct themselves respectfully            
and professionally at all times. Disruptive behaviour that interferes with the conference            
experience, or engages in discrimination or harassment of any kind, including sexual            
harrassment, will not be tolerated. Our policy adheres to the University of Alberta’s             
“Discrimination, Harassment and Duty to Accommodate Policy”. 
 
The HCRSGSA reserves the right to mute, stop the video, remove from the session, remove               
posts on the website forum, and ban from any further forum posts or virtual sessions               
participants who violate this code of conduct. Further action may be taken through the              
University of Alberta for breaches of conduct. 

 
Zoom Session Guidelines 

Please read the applicable guidelines for Zoom sessions you plan to attend 
 
Opening Remarks: 
The conference will begin with an introduction by the HCRSGSA conference committee.  
Attendees cameras are disabled 
Attendees microphones are disabled 
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Opening Coffee:  
The subsequent 3 conference days will begin with a brief 10 minute informal coffee hour 
preluding the first panel of the day.  
Attendees cameras are disabled  
Attendees microphones are enabled but automatically muted 

● Attendees should unmute when speaking and re-mute themselves when not to avoid disruptions 
 
Panels:  
Each panel will host 2-3 presenters directly followed by a blended, moderated Q&A 
period of 20-30 minutes. 
Attendees cameras are disabled  
Attendees microphones are disabled 
Q&A session will be moderated via chat, please send your questions in the chat during the Q&A 
session. 
 
Coffee Breakout Rooms: 
A coffee breakout session will be held directly following the afternoon panels. This is to 
encourage unmoderated socialization in a relaxed environment. 
Attendees cameras are enabled BUT automatically turned off 

● If attendees turn on their camera, we ask you to ensure no inappropriate content is within camera 
view which violates our code of conduct and encourage all to use virtual backgrounds 

Attendees microphones are enabled but automatically muted 
● Attendees should unmute when speaking and re-mute themselves when not to avoid disruptions 

 
Keynote Presentations: 
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday will host a Keynote Presentation as the final address, with 
a moderated Q&A period of 20-30 minutes directly following. 
Attendees cameras are disabled  
Attendees microphones are disabled 
Q&A session will be moderated via chat, please send your questions in the chat during the Q&A 
session. 
 
Closing Remarks: 
Closing remarks will be given by the Department Graduate Chair Dr. Heather Coleman 
and the HCRSGSA executive. 
Attendees cameras are disabled 
Attendees microphones are disabled 
 
Website Forum: 
An online forum will be available via the conference website. It is encouraged that attendees 
post comments and questions for presenters and keynotes to continue conversations in this 
format. This forum will be monitored for any content that breaches our code of conduct and 
action will be taken accordingly, if necessary. 


